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For writers and editors alike, Good Prose: The
Art of Nonfiction is a bittersweet read. The
renowned nonfiction writer Tracy Kidder and
editor Richard Todd have collaborated for
more than 40 years, first on magazine articles
at The Atlantic and then on Kidder’s many
books. Good Prose is the story of their
relationship and the work it’s produced, and
at one level it’s a complete pleasure: Kidder
and Todd are like a long and happily married
couple, and their exchanges are full of in-
jokes and affectionate exasperation. (“I
hastened to explain that I wanted [Todd] to
know as much about the subject as I did,”
Kidder writes, remembering a particularly
long phone conversation. ‘But, Kidder,’ he
replied, ‘I don’t want to know as much about it
as you do.'”) They’ve spent weeks and years
working through Kidder’s prose, and it’s clear
that both of them have enjoyed every minute.
Well, almost every minute.

The bitter part of the bittersweet is that such enduring relationships were rare when Kidder
and Todd began working together, and today they’re rarer still. Writers can only dream of an
editor able to field a daily phone call about an article-in-progress, and editors can only
dream of having the time to do so. As they near the finish of each book, Kidder and Todd
take a trip together to solve the manuscript’s final problems, and when the page proofs
arrive they read the whole thing aloud to one another. Sound familiar? Yeah, I thought not.

Even so, Good Prose is inspiring. Most writers will never experience the kind of
companionate-marriage editing described here. But we can appreciate the editors who find
the time between tweets to make us better, and reward them with good ideas and our own
good prose. We can borrow some of Kidder and Todd’s clever shorthand to help us
communicate with editors, or just to name our own problems. (The “Mercutio Problem” is a
minor character who’s so compelling that he or she becomes a distraction; the “Morris
Kramer Problem” is a colorful but ultimately irrelevant main character; a “timepasser” is a
phrase that speeds the reader through a boring sequence of events.) And we can find fellow
writers and other patient friends willing to read our drafts, learn our weaknesses over time,
and tease us relentlessly until we fix them (and then return the favor). We might never find
someone willing to crawl on the floor with us through our piles of pages, as Todd does, but
we can still assemble some generous allies. And as we sit alone, shuffling through our own
work, we can hear them whispering encouragement in our ears.
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